What Alumni Say about CBA Executive Banking School
The CBA Executive Banking School provides rising stars in the industry with the critical skills and broad
perspective to propel them into more complex leadership opportunities. Students graduate with a deep
understanding and appreciation of how various segments of retail banking are interrelated. Many graduates have
become leaders within their banks and credit EBS with providing them the foundation to succeed in their roles.
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CBA Board member & EVP, Executive
Director of the Retail Bank at Comerica on
how attending EBS has contributed to her
success as a banking executive:

National Program Manager, Field Execution
and Support at Bank of the West on how
EBS influenced her leadership skills:

“EBS helped me become a better leader as it
provided overarching business acumen to run the
bank. I was relatively new to banking when I was
a student, and this program expanded my
consideration set for opportunities to lead. While
my career has continued to track in the retail
business, EBS created my first understanding of
other lines of business within the bank and how
they work in tandem.”

Cynthia Frederick
Division Manager, US Retail Bank at Citi
on what impacted her most about the EBS
learning experience:

“By far, the most impactful part of EBS was the
balance of learning formats, which provided for
building a strong peer network, linked from
strategy through practical application – learning
in lecture, community and team settings, then
bringing learnings to life through post-session
assignments.”

Quincy Miller
CBA Board member and CBA Education
Council Chair, President and Vice Chairman at
Eastern Bank on how EBS influenced his
trajectory as a banking executive:

“I credit my time at EBS for making me the leader
I am today. As a result, I am able to articulate to
my boss, peers and team the ‘why’ behind the
strategic decisions the firm makes, and translate
that into manageable tactics. The leadership
skills we learned in the small team working
groups have allowed me to lead cross functional
teams at the bank, understanding how to
leverage the strengths of each individual to make
the team stronger.”

Todd Olson
SVP, Student Segment, Campus and
Corporate Site Banking at US Bank on the
positive experience he had with his fellow
classmates during EBS:

“I can’t say enough about the team environment
I experienced through CBA’s Executive Banking
School. Each year of school, I interacted with
leaders from a diverse array of banks who held
positions that were different than my own. The
unique networking opportunities afforded to all
students, including staying in the same dorms on
campus, allowed me to learn from their
experiences and build relationships that have
endured throughout my career.”

“First and foremost, I always credit EBS with helping me to advance my understanding at a high level of how
the bank runs and how to run a successful bank. When I arrived at EBS, I was a regional manager, and EBS
provided me the opportunity to work with people from all different levels within the financial industry. The
lifelong friendships I made during my time in the program have proven to be invaluable both professionally
and personally. When I run into a challenging situation at the bank, having the opportunity to bounce off ideas
with EBS graduates who may be dealing with a similar issue at their own institution has been a great benefit
to me over the years.”
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